
FINANCIAL SECURITY FOR VEER NARIS 
 

The only thing permanent in life is Change. Times change, people change and so does 
life. One expects life to be much better tomorrow than it is today and hopes to fulfill all 
their dreams & aspirations.  However, many a times things do not go as per plan and 
unfortunate events like loss of a loved one puts the family's financial security at risk. 
 
In the absence of the main bread winner of the family, financial goals like children's 
higher education and their marriage still need to be met. We as Armed Forces wives are 
no different and need to be prepared for any contingency.  Knowing about entitlements 
and awareness about financial products can help one take informed decisions regarding 
finances.  
 
Family pension and the terminal benefits that are disbursed on death of the personnel 
provide some sort of safety, and if used wisely can  not only help to meet the current 
financial needs but also meet future requirements for education and marriage of 
children.  Unfortunately, many women are ill equipped to take sound decisions and 
leave same to their relatives/children or any other family member.  Even worse, these 
women fall prey to wrong advice by unscrupulous fly by night operators. In both 
scenarios, women are at risk of losing money if they are not careful. 
 
 
Protection of family through life insurance 
 
Funds are required to meet family's goals and aspirations and to protect their future. Life 
insurance helps create an asset for unforeseen mishaps like loss of life. Do protect 
yourself and your children by opting for a term cover that is 6-8 times your annual 
expenditure. However it would be wise not to mix insurance with investments.  
 
Financial security & a dignified future for self 
 
Living life with dignity comes if one is financially secured. The veer naris should focus 
on developing skills that can help them find employment and generate additional 
income.  
The Government caters for a substantial amount in the eventuality of death of the 
personnel through lump sum corpus as terminal benefits and a regular Pension. 
Admittedly this provide one with a sense of security for a comfortable standard of living 
in the absence of regular earnings. However, rising costs of living due to ever rising 
inflation will soon erode this corpus and put the family's financial security at risk.  
 
The corpus received as terminal benefits should be invested wisely to ensure availability 
of funds for children's needs as also to create a comfortable retirement nest for own 
needs once she stops working. 
 
 
 



Saving taxes 
 
Family pension received in the event of death of the personnel gives assurance of 
regular income.  This pension is liable to be taxed in the hands of the wife, unless she 
receives gallantry family pension.  Filing of IT return is a mandatory requirement if the 
income received is more than Rs. 2.5 Lakhs in a year.  This should be filed before 31st 
July every year. The Pension certificate is receivable from the bank.  
 
Since tax saved is money saved, she should take all steps to ensure minimum outgo of 
tax on her family pension. Investing in tax saving schemes like PPF, ELSS(equity linked 
saving scheme), NSC and many others can help save taxes up to 46800/-.  Additional 
tax may be saved by ensuring that investment of surplus is done in tax free schemes.  It 
would be advisable to take advice from a professional who is trustworthy to ensure that 
your money remains safe. 
 
Safeguarding the future of children to ensure adequate funds for their education 
and marriage 
 
Inflation erodes the purchase power of our money which necessary means that we 
would need much more in the future to meet the same requirements. So If the cost of 
education of our children is Rs.10 lakhs today, it would approximately be double in 10 
years time. Investing prudently can help beat inflation and create a corpus that can help 
meet future expenses easily. 
 
Suggestions for Veer Naris to ensure Tax savings and adequate funds to protect 
children's future 
 

1. PPF/ELSS/NSC/Life insurance schemes:  Investment in any of these schemes 
gives tax benefit u/s 80 C.   

2. Divide your lump sum funds partly into debt (Fixed deposits and postal 
schemes(approx 75-80%)) and partly into equity mutual funds. The debt would 
ensure capital protection for future requirements.  

3. Channelize your monthly surplus through SIP(systematic investment Plans) to 
benefit from regular and disciplined investing. 

4. Part exposure to mutual funds would ensure capital appreciation and grow your 
money to a healthy corpus that can beat inflation. 

5. Keep at least 6 months of expenses in savings bank account or liquid funds to 
meet emergency requirements. 

6. Take a term plan to ensure your dependents are protected in any unfortunate 
event. 

Being Careful about your finances! 

In the current times, it is important to be careful while trusting our life's savings.  Be 
careful of the following while taking investment decisions: 



1. Always maintain liquidity and avoid locking up your funds for long time.  
2. Maintain an emergency corpus. This should be equal to 3-6 months of your 

monthly expenses. 
3. Use your credit/debit cards with caution and do not save your ATM pins & 

passwords in your mobiles/laptops. 
4. If making an online payment, do check the letters https:// written before the 

website name in the address bar. This ensures that the payment site is secured. 
5. Do use debit card rather than credit card for better savings.  Borrowing should 

never be done without an objective.   
6. Avoid Credit card loans, personal loans or computer loans to meet your 

requirements. 
7. Never ever share your bank details on any website or in answer to any mail. 
8. Keep receipts of transfer of funds through net banking. 
9. Do understand that higher returns are associated with higher risks. 
10. Never lend your money to anyone and avoid taking unsecured loans. 
11. Do not fall prey to advisory by people who have no experience in the financial 

fields. Sometimes advice rendered by them may actually result in loss of money.  

Losing a loved one changes our life forever and this loss cannot be compensated. 
However the journey becomes a little easy if one is enabled to take informed decisions. 
Financial empowerment comes from awareness and it is important that woman actively 
think about their financial planning so that they can overcome their fears and be 
empowered to take the right decisions. 
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